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a	 hotel	 needs	 a	 strategic	 revenue	management	 function	 that	 includes	 effective	 forecasting	 and	 an	
understanding	of	how	varioius	business	segments	respond	to	price	promotions.
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STr vice president duane vinson presented an analysis of 
the industry’s gradual recovery, noting the slow return of 
group business.
randy Smith, co-founder of STr, urged the hotel industry 
to focus on a balanced marketing proposition that goes 





















































Cornell professor Cathy enz presented the results of 
several studies that reaffirmed the importance of 
maintaining rate integrity to strengthen revenues.
Kurt ekert, chief commercial officer, Travelport GdS, 
pointed to the clear connection between internet 
penetration and online booking. nevertheless, offline 





















































Cornell professor Chris Anderson explains the “billboard 
effect,” in which a hotel’s listing on an online travel agent 
















































































brian Ferguson, vice president of supply strategy and 
analysis for expedia, pointed out ways for hotels to 
improve their position on the results page, which is 
















































































Tim Gordon, senior vice president, hotels, for  
priceline.com, explains the focus on incremental 















































































Jay hubbs, director of revenue management for  
hotwire.com, pointed out that opaque site customers have 
demographics similar to all travelers, except they focus 




























































Cornell professor Sheryl Kimes reported on her survey of 
500 revenue managers and hotel managers, who expect 
revenue management to become a central aspect of hotels’ 
operating functions—to include all aspects dimensions of 
hotel revenue.
Exhibit 1






Search and booking habits
Segment incrementality
Reference pricing
Pricing strategy (game theory)
Organization structure






















































david roberts, senior vice president of global revenue 
management for Marriott international, focused on the 
importance of integrating accurate forecasting with 
revenue management, as part of an overall pricing and 
promotion strategy.
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